
Deplored, unfriended and shunned 
 

I have been unfriended and excommunicated by the entire under-50 contingent of my US family. They 

deplore me for, in the words of the only one to commit to writing, “discussing at length ‘studies’ proving 

the inferiority of non-white races, calling for race war, quoting actual Nazi doctrine. Discussing 

segregation and interment like they were logical options.” 

That was of course only part of my heresy. I don’t fully subscribe to global warming. I don’t believe that 

the sexes are interchangeable, and I think that the Billy Bush charges against Trump were inflated and 

that Hillary Clinton is a crook. They had to disown me. 

I include the actual Facebook posts below. I began with the observation that Merkel had made a mistake 

in opening the doors to floods of immigrants. I cited studies and statistics showing that they are more 

fertile and less intelligent by and large than native Europeans. Europe would have been well within its 

rights, and better off, not to invite them.  As Trump has noted they are welfare spongers, thieves and 

rapists.  Terrorist incidents have increased dramatically since Merkel’s decision in 2015.  In the last two 

years every European country that is not so compromised that they can’t shut the doors, basically every 

country from Austria eastward, has chosen to do exactly that. Even Merkel is on the ropes in Germany. 

As you can see by reading his post, my cousin is right only insofar as that I do cite ‘studies’ (his quotes – 

books, actually) by leading academics1. But I never equate superior intelligence (more Jewish or Chinese 

than white) with superiority, quote any Nazi doctrine, or whatsoever discuss segregation.  I invite any 

and all to offer studies that demonstrate the opposite – that other populations in fact have intelligence 

equivalent to that of native Europeans and North Asians.  They could convince me equally well by 

pointing to accomplishments of modern populations.  There is some muttering about Arab 

accomplishments a millennium ago, and otherwise just crickets chirping. 

My daughter’s Facebook comment, seconded with a “like” from her sister, questions the integrity of my 

even asking: “What kind of sick pleasure does he get from this?” – the John Rawls trope.  How 

presumptuous to presume to know my mental state!  Sick pleasure has nothing to do with it!  I am 

motivated by the most basic of all animal instincts – the survival of my genome, the success of my 

progeny. I will not achieve it through those daughters or their brother. They have embraced the anti-

fertility cultural Marxist notions of zero population growth, global warming, diversity, pan-sexualism and 

feminism. They will not give me grandchildren. Not coincidentally, they are not finding much pleasure in 

their romantic, work and personal lives either. If such people assume the posture of moral superiority 

and shun2 me, so be it.  I escaped their sickness to a country of people who are physically and 

                                                           
1
 The academics are from all over the world.  As noted in the Facebook exchange, a surprising number from Denmark.  One of 

the best executed studies, finding an average Libyan IQ of 81, is by Libyan Alsedig Abdalgadr Al-Shalomee.  Of course SJWs will 
disparage his scientific credentials, dismissing him as an Arab Uncle Tom.  Do they say that about Danes, Englishmen and Finns 
who find that Chinese have higher intelligence than whites?  Of course not.  Every Millennial who attended a US university 
knows how smart the Chinese are.  Just as all who have written about African peoples, from Herodotus to the present, know 
how whites stand vis-à-vis those populations.  All that has changed is that Westerners are no longer allowed to notice.  Denying 
the obvious puts us in personal danger and threatens our whole civilization.  I am grateful that, as I put it “Ukrainians are too 
poor to be that stupid.”  They are rightfully apprehensive when the EU wants to force “asylum seekers” on us. 
2 One must have to have a certain moral standing in order to effectively shun somebody. The root of condescend is descend.  

You have to have some elevation from which to come down. My two daughters simply have none. They had everything given to 
them – an intact family, high income, a free ride through private schools and prestigious universities. They have not formed 
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temperamentally akin to my young children.  I encourage Ukraine to exercise their right to stay that 

way. 

I stumbled upon this 2016 post by accident. Another cousin, with whom I had frequently sparred on 

Facebook over his progressive positions, had just died at the age of 47. Cause of death not given. He was 

an unmarried, unemployed, childless high school graduate. The perfect demographic for the despair and 

opioid epidemic.  

These are not the only acquaintances to have unfriended me. Others have done so over my observations 

on subjects such as adoption, homosexuality, the feminization of the workplace, discrimination against 

white men and so on. The positions are summed up very well by former pickup artist Roosh V.  He notes 

with wry irony that the establishment tolerated him when he could simply be considered part of the 

sexual revolution, an up-to-date Hugh Hefner. Now that he has seen through the pretenses and writes 

about a goal of the destruction of the white race he has been ostracized about as totally as one can be. 

I differ with Roosh and Kevin McDonald in only one particular. I would attribute the altogether too real 

self-destruction of the white race as motivated by the evolutionary interests of the others.  It is abetted 

by our own personal evolutionary interests. All animals are programmed to take the easy way out. Just 

as our love of sweets leads to cavities that can destroy our teeth, other things we like such as abundant 

leisure, alcohol, drugs and easy sex will likewise destroy us. To put it in a single sentence, our culture will 

end with snowflake generation because its appetites can be satisfied in ways that do not contribute to 

its reproduction.   

I have been unfriended by people who champion gay causes because their children have turned out to 

be gay. By people who celebrate diversity despite the fact that their children were killed by minorities. 

Who champion Gypsies, American Indians and Hispanics despite the fact that their adoptive children of 

these ethnicities have turned out to be disasters. Far the most numerous are the people who simply did 

not feel any obligation to have family. With no investment in the rising generations, they feel perfectly 

comfortable criticizing me for speaking up for the interests of my own small children, as I perceive them, 

with regard to immigration, feminism and global warming.  If my own children should turn out to be like 

those of these former friends, I will of course continue to love them.  Nonetheless I will not ignore the 

fact that they have failed to fulfill a trust laid on them not only by me and their mother, but generations 

past, to carry on the family line. 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
solid romantic relationships, professional associations, circles of friends, much less families. They have abused their bodies with 
cigarettes, alcohol, drugs and sexual wantonness. To make a metaphor, they are trying to pee on me out of a basement 
window. It won't work. 
 
One must examine every accusation by a SWJ reflectively.  They are guilty of that of which they accuse you.  Nxxxx claims that I 
get a sick pleasure through the observations she deplores.  Wrong.  Perhaps she gets a sick pleasure out of deploring dear old 
dad, especially when she can offer no logical rebuttal to his arguments. 
 
I give my cousin a little more credit. He came up from a difficult childhood, served honorably in the Marine Corps and takes 
pleasure in honest work. However, he seems rather unconcerned about his lack of involvement with his out of wedlock child.  
One which carries 1/16 of my genome and is being raised by a stranger – I’ll take it.  Still doesn’t give Axxx enough moral 
altitude to be credible at the deploring business. Better to simply answer the arguments I present instead of dismissing them by 
deploring the man who makes them. 

https://www.unz.com/article/opioids-and-the-crisis-of-the-white-working-class/
https://www.unz.com/article/opioids-and-the-crisis-of-the-white-working-class/
http://www.returnofkings.com/76745/the-end-goal-of-western-progressivism-is-depopulation
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With that background, I present the Facebook colloquy in reverse chronological order, the way it 

appears on Facebook. I have left out comments by others – there were many – and translated out the 

names, though I am sure that any reader who cares to can figure them out. 

December 26, 2017 

 

On July 16, 2016, Axxx wrote on Nxxxxx’ Facebook page – I didn’: 

 

 I have very few biological family members I am in touch with, via FB or any other medium 

(Nxxxx, Ixxxxx, Nxxxxx). Today, I had to sever ties with a cousin, because of racist rants, and 

fascist philosophy. The irritation is matched by the actual discomfort - I feel bad about it; 

randomly, this 80 year old brilliant man had become important to me, even though the last time 

we met face to face was when I was 2 years old. I was in awe of his brains, his wit, his 

accomplishments, and the pleasure he took in the life he built for himself. 15 years ago, he hired 

a private investigator to find me, and we began to build a relationship from then on. But, 

sometime in the past few years, his bigotry began to grow on me. "We all have racist relatives" 

on the internet is a tired old saw; and somewhat true. But while I don't particularly care for the 

off color politically incorrect joke, I can usually forgive it as tasteless (my own tasteless humor 

runs to tragedy humor, so I get that humor is subjective); but my cousin was espousing eugenics, 

discussing at length "studies" proving the inferiority of non-white races, calling for race war, 

quoting actual Nazi doctrine. Discussing segregation and interment like they were logical 

options. Stupid bigotry I can, with distaste, tolerate, or ignore - actual honest fascism and the 

separate and unequal ideology and dogma he was putting forth... terrifying how it existed for 

some time and I was able to make excuses and rationalizations. And sad when reality forces you 

to say goodbye to someone you once admired. 

 

Axxx, July 19, 2016 

 

 

Nxxxx, my daughter, commented on this July 19 post: Axxx, thank you for posting this and 

acting on today's truths instead of past hopes. I don't know what to say, except that I'm sorry. I'm 

sorry for people like this. So bright: Can recite an entire book front to back with just one read 

and then write an equally compelling synopsis containing even larger words. He ensures his seat 

on the pedestal few (but enough) have put forth forth for him by routinely proving his intellectual 

worth. And once he has your undivided attention, nestled warmly under your skin, he slowly 

releases his poison into your system, one small mosquito bite's worth at a time. Until one day the 

pain gets to be too much, but unfortunately then it's too late and now you have no choice but to 

amputate a part of yourself on the account of this human parasite literally feeding off of your 

discomfort. What kind of sick pleasure does he get from this? Or are we giving him too much 

credit with that assumption? Maybe there is no pleasure in this and he ACTUALLY believes the 

outrageous conclusions he comes to with all of his knowledge, wisdom, and what-not. I don't 

know what to say. We tolerate those who cannot. I sleep well at night. I certainly hope, and 

assume, that you do too. One look at this man's personal "blog" and I can assure you that he does 

https://www.facebook.com/naomi.seibert?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/indica.collins?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/nathan.seibert.9?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/naomi.seibert?fref=ufi
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not. It isn't much, but if you think about it, please let it stop there and not give this person any 

more thought- to do so would only feed that parasite one more undeserving meal. 

 

Axxx reply to Nxxxx’s post: For different but equally valid reasons, I have had to remove from 

my life some familial cancerous growths. I know the pain, and the relief that these decisions can 

cause. Thank you for your kind words, and I commiserate with the learning that brought about 

the knowledge behind them. 

 

Nxxxx’s post was liked by Sxxxxxx, my other daughter 

 

My Facebook post of July 13, 2016 had been 

Just as I do my stuff, Richard Lynn comes up with his latest research. Here is his table, updated 

with the results of another ten years of worldwide intelligence research. I've asked for a review 

copy of "Race and Intelligence." Look for a review on Amazon after I get it. 

It is ironic that his findings are widely despised, feared and suppressed, but nobody publishes 

any academic works to refute his findings. Why is that? Political orrectness has muzzled the 

whole world. 

 
 

My Post of July 4, 2016 

 

Jd Exxxxxx prompted me to get my stuff together, bring my tables up to date. This table 

combines most recent population and fertility data from the CIA and intelligence data from Lynn 

and Vanhanen (PDF of their book below). I roll up totals not by geography but population. Viz: 

Australia is white, Jamaica is African. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/adam.seibert.779?fref=ufi
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Graham Seibert on July 4, 2016 

 Here's a chart by Linda Gottfredson (is she Danish?) showing what people with various levels of 

IQ do in life. 

 

Hmm. Is IQ a Danish monopoly? I cited Helmuth Nyborg, and the leading IQ researcher of the 

20th century was Arthur Jensen. 

 

 
Graham on July 1, 2016 

Lastly, here's a weighted regression of IQ vs. fertility using Lynn and Vanhanen's data. The three 

tall spikes are China, India and the US. 

I did this a decade ago. As Jd Exxxxxx notes, things do change quickly. I should rework it with 

more recent data. 

https://www.facebook.com/graham.seibert?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/jd.eveland.3?fref=mentions
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Graham Seibert June 30, 2016 

Merkel thinks she can solve Africa's population problems by importing some. No! Ridiculous! They are 

already swamping Europe. 

Projecting the vastly different fertility rates, it is clear that Europe could never do it. Africa has to solve 

its own fertility problems, by humane means such as birth control, or default to disease, war and famine. 

Something has to give. 

These are from my analysis of CIA data - pleased to share them. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154409063674614&set=a.10150841106639614.429806.685409613&type=3

